Changing genetic world of IVF, stem cells and PGD. A. Early methods in research.
Genetics proved essential to introduce IVF, preimplantation diagnosis (PGD) and embryo stem cells in the 1960s. Its small input in early years was confined to aspects such as timing follicle growth and ovulation. Modest understanding in the mid- to late 1980s, mostly on studies in mice, involved the actions of single genes and the balance between maternal and zygotic transcripts in preimplantation stages. Human IVF began after human oocytes were matured in vitro, and their meiotic chromosomes analysed. Their fertilization in vitro led to PGD and embryo stem cells. Unlike mouse embryos, most human embryos failed to implant, so the best had to be selected to improve IVF pregnancy rates. Initially, faster-growing embryos proved superior. Later, patterns of polarized nucleoli in pronuclei, the degree of blastomere fragmentation and growth of embryos in vitro to blastocysts provided excellent markers. Single cells could be isolated from embryos using micromanipulation. Stem cells from inner cell mass, a branch of IVF, differentiated into immortal stem cell lines in vitro if disaggregated. They formed virtually all body tissues in blastocysts cultured intact or when injected singly into recipient blastocysts. Later, the genetic controls of ES cell differentiation were assessed, together with factors switching them along specific differentiation pathways. Marker genes identified ES cells differentiating into various tissues.